Class descriptions:
Please find hereunder a description of the dance classes for adults

Classical Ballet:
A basic ballet class which consists of barre, center, adagio and allegro. In this class you will learn the
structure of a ballet class, basic ballet vocabulary, correct alignment and posture, focusing on building
balance, strength and coordination. Ballet is the basis for all other types of dance.

Jazz adults:
This is a traditional type jazz class. It starts with gentle releases, contractions and stretches to warm
up the joints and muscles, and continues with basic technical exercises (isolations, tendus, rond de
jambe, plies, developpés and battements) followed by stretching. In the second part – exercises
across the floor – we will experiment with different movement qualities in order to develop spatial and
body awareness and rhythmics. The last part consists of a combination where the key word is
expression: I encourage my students to express their emotions through movement and music, to
develop the dancer from within. The class has the same structure at all levels.

Latin dance (afro Xe):
Vibrant, exotic, and energetic movement that will energize your body and spirit. You will get a workout,
you will smile! A dance class created by Moa Nunes.

Barre à terre (bar to floor)
Originally devised as a means for ballet dancers to strengthen and lengthen the muscles key to their
performance, barre à terre has since evolved into a method of fitness for anyone looking to increase
strength and flexibility. Barre a terre classes consist of a series of movements and stretches, usually
set to music. Aiming to work all areas of the body, the classes help to increase muscle endurance
(without creating bulk) and also increase balance, good posture and flexibility.
While the style may have originated from ballet, you don’t need any dance experience to participate in
a barre a terre class. Simply wear comfortable clothing that you can bend and stretch in.

